Art is an intellectual accumulation, which is unique to the society where it exists, and it is shaped by that land's culture. In the other words, art is not an element, which can be taken from other cultures directly and applied to a society. On the other hand, communication instruments play a significant role in transferring the cultural and artistic heritage, which are the basis of a country. Furthermore, graphic design is a language which conveys a message, it is an identification of the cultures and it is unique to the countries. However there are several factors that influence the graphic design of a country such as historiy of the country, believes, political structures and cultures.
Introduction
Human beings started graphic arts from the moment they decided to convey a visual message of a certain concepts. Despite all of the improvements and changes in today's world, graphic design is still on its way in a similar manner. Beginning of graphical art in Iran dates back to old times and this shows the deep and rich culture of the country. Designers created infrastructure of art and the modern graphic with geometric, simple but meaningful and impressive designs inspired from the nature. Graphic design varies from culture to culture and the reason of this is based on the history, religion, culture, beliefs of the people, and life style of the country where it is emerged. Although the impacts of foreigners exist in Iranian graphic art's development, original and unique artefacts were created. In this article, selected examples, which illustrate Iranian rich and ancient culture, are investigated. By studying the principles of graphic art and its development in this local culture, different sociological periods will be invstigated too. In addition, the social and cultural factors which affect the graphic design were also analyzed with their positive and negative aspects.
The Origin of Iranian Graphic Arts
In the human being's general cultural history, the drawings that were created by primitives in caves are known as the initiation of graphic design. Since ancient times, graphic images have been used for ornamentation of pots, vases and other items. This art is obviously seen in ancient civilizations such as Iran. In ancient Iranian civilization abstract embroideries and motifs were popular and consisted of combinations of letters and paintings and usage of seals which inferred the initiation of logos and signs use.
Archaeologists have determined that the Iranian civilization goes back to eight hundred thousand years ago. The first paintings found in caves in Iran are thought to have been made in a cave named Yafteh in the Zagros Mountains from 40 thousand years ago. In addition, although the paintings found in a cave named Doushe in Mirmelas range had been made in 12 th -8 th centuries B.C, which are very valuable and famous. In Iranian civilization, there has been also pots which are made up from clay together with wall scrapings, seals, coins, inscriptions and sculptures. The most famous one of these pots had been found in Tepe Sialk and Susa. In these artefacts, relief embroidery is seen as well and they belong to 4-6 thousand years ago. The figures which had been used were drawn in very simple and geometric forms of animals and nature. Illustration of letters in paintings of that times and the figures in the founded artefacts are also seen as the origin of calligraphy, and the significant relation between calligraphy and painting can be determined in many designs. Advertising which is the most significant aspect of communication is one of the other subjects which can be discussed in graphic design. Genraly the starting date of graphic is assumed as the date it began with advertisements. Sultans have tried to build cemeteries and inscriptions for recording the memories in the next generations' minds and the desire of being remembered.
The best examples of this are Pasargard which was built in the period of Achaemeneid, Naqshe Rustam, and Takht-e Jamshid that each of these structures are an icon in Iranian history. More than three thousand relief embroideries are found in Takht-e Jamshid, and they were all built with an incredible harmony. Some of these embroideries can be named as follow: Dariushe Achaemenid, symbol of Faravahar, gifts brought to Sultan, soldiers standing in line and legendary animals.These are proofs of this period's magnificence, and banquets which had been held in this period.
In Iranian civilization, different aspects of art progressed in different periods, and the founded seals, coins, paintings, pots, ceramics, metal artefacts, sculptures, wall scrapings, calligraphies, illuminations and book adornments are the evidences of this civilization's rich art. Indeed an artistic or cultural piece belongs to the land that it has been created in. That is why the artistic pieces should be returned to where they belong.
Properties Of Iranian Culture
Art is a cultural accumulation which is unique to the society it belongs to, and it is formed by that society's culture. That's why it can not be an element which is taken from elsewhere. On  Since the country of Iran is located between Europe and Asia, it is deemed as the unifying bridge between ''east'' and ''west''. On account of this special geographical position, Iranians formed an integrated culture and selected and used some of the properties of other cultures, so they were able to create an original culture and eventually left their footprint on the world culture.
 The point which makes Iranian art exclusive is its original source which is fed by its pure and absolute culture. The feature that makes the Iran and the Iranians special and distinguished from other nationalities is the social and cultural union between them (Pirhushyar, Marasi, 2012) .
The elements which interconnect Iranians and allow the initiation of a common nature of "Iranian" are the Persian language, Islam, and Islam's cultural region. Although throughout history, the land's borders had changed and various governments had taken the lead on it, it has accomplished to subsist as a cultural region. Iranian art has generated the most important part of the cultur in this region. The Iranian culture, except for its art, had affected most countries'
arts from "east" to "west". The art works, which are similar to Iranian art, can be found in different countries and are the proofs of this fact. In ancient times, Iran's art had covered a very vast geography with the paintings, clays, seals, coins, ceramics, wall scrapings and illuminations in the caves. However, Iran's graphic art's origin should be searched in calligraphies and paintings.
Before The Islamic Period
Carvings in caves, sculptures, seals, inscriptions, coins, ceramics and pictures on them are the oldest and the most splendid examples of graphical art in Iranian civilization. Achaemenid
Kingdom (550-330 B.C.) known as one of the greatest empires in the world has been known as Embroideries shaped with the combination of eagle, lion, horse and other animals like them can be seen frequently on sculpts in Achaemenid and especially in Takht-e Jamshid (Picture 2).
These shapes are considered as symbolic and mythic icons by some. Sculpts and relieves in this period emphasize the symmetric harmony, glory and magnitude. 
After The Islamic Period
In general, art is inspired by rituals and religious ceremonies and people try to explain their emotions and religious beliefs by art. A glance at history reveals that how great and important is the effect of religion on societies and cultures. This influence sometimes goes beyond social life and it affects cultural activity and the progress of art as well. Throughout history, although religion has debilitated a specific style or branch of art in an era, it has contributed to other styles or branches of art. This was applicable to Iran along with other nations. In the countries that were commanded by Islamic rules, sculpture and similar arts was not dignified and appreciated as much as in the countries dominated by Christians and Buddhists. Since paintings and sculptures were sanctified, according to regressive Islamic beliefs they were prohibited. 
The Origin of Modern Graphic in Iran
If we think the invention of printing press as the beginning of the World Modern Graphic Art, we can say that modern graphic began in Iran with the establishing of printing press in the Safavid dynasty (A.D. 1501-1722) . Although metal printing is more advantageous, it was abolished to be used after a while because of nomurous problems. Press printing was costly, difficult to operate and repair, typesetting and proofreading were not easy and it had limitation in pressing images. Therefore the lithography technique was used instead (1248 AH). On the other hand, several advantages of the lithography method such as: simplicity of the technique, its low price capabality of calligraphic printing, printability of gliding, purfling, artistic decoration and motifs, predominated this method to metal printing. Lithography had been used as a unique printing method for nearly 70 years and it had a crucial effect in development of graphic art (Dabiri, 2005) . Similar to anywhere in the world, in Iran the first newspapers were 
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Cultural Icons That Are Portrayed In Graphic Designs
The pieces that are created by Iranian graphic artists are either crafted by having an eye on precious ancient cultural monuments, which can be comprhended by knowledge in graphics, or are inspired from past.
Some of the most famous logo designs inspired by Iran's anecient era are as follow:
The logo of Iranian Airways
This logo was designed in 1961 by Edward Zahrabi. His design was inspired from the head of a column in Tact-e Jamshid complex which dates back to the Achaemenid period. Zahrabi in aim to use Iranian motifs, chose the Huma, a bird in Iranian legends that only similar of which is seen in Takht-e Jamshid. This mythological animal which is carved at the top of column is a combination of an eagle with horse mane and cow ears. According to some sources, Huma is a fortune bird that never sleeps, flies continuously at high altitudesthroughout his life, and never rests. This is evidence that the designed logo has how much harmony with the Iranians believes, mythological thoughts and cultural structure. Moreover, according to air transportation news agency (skift) in the 2013 report, this logo has been selected as the best logo among the airway companies throughout the world, thanks to its charm, simplicity and clear message (Picture 10, 11). 
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The Logo of Persepolis Football Club
